Josef Penninger from Austria investigates
how genes work in the human body.

Josef Penninger,
Geneticist
What would have happened if Josef Penninger
			
was still afraid of mice today?

Josef Penninger was born in Gurten, a small village
in Austria near the border with Bavaria, in 1964. His
parents owned a farm. Because they had to work so
much of the time, they sent Josef to boarding
school. When he was a child, he often had terrible
nightmares about scary rats. He therefore had an
awful fear of rats and mice.

ill. They immediately kill these sick cells and are
therefore very important for human health.

Genes determine people’s characteristics

Back then, neither he nor his teachers suspected
that one day he would become a scientist – a very
famous one, in fact. As a boy, Josef himself dreamed
of being a professional footballer or a doctor. Later
on he studied medicine, art history and Spanish in
Innsbruck. After graduating he began to do research
on the human immune system. “I worked in the
laboratory from morning till night, and even on
holidays and during my vacations,” he recalls.
“I wanted to be able to explain where killer cells go
to ‘school’ and how they learn to kill other cells.”
Killer cells are the cells in the immune system that
know whether other cells of the body have been
attacked by bacteria or viruses that can make them
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Together with his team, Josef Penninger investigates
human genetic material, which contains many
thousands of genes. There are genes in every individual cell of the human body. The skin consists of
skin cells, the heart consists of heart cells, and so
on. These types of cells are very different, because
after all the skin is very different from the heart, but
all of these cells contain genes. The genes are in
effect the command headquarters, or the bosses,
of the cells.
The genes determine if the eyes are blue or brown
or whether a person has a snub nose or ears that
stick out. Children inherit their genes from their
parents, so characteristics such as black or blonde
hair are also inherited. That’s why children often
look very much like their parents.

As a geneticist, Josef Penninger investigates what
other effects genes have. Experimenting with
human cells is allowed only in exceptional cases, so
he generally does his research with cells from other
animals, such as mice. Before he could do that, he
had to learn to overcome his awful fear of these
little animals. “It took me a year before I could walk
into a room where there were cages full of mice,” he
says. It’s an interesting fact that mouse genes are
very similar to human genes. Some of the results of
researchers’ experiments with mice can therefore
be transferred to human beings.

Institute of Molecular Biotechnology (IMBA) of the
Austrian Academy of Sciences.
“Being a scientist is one of the coolest jobs you can
have, even though it often takes years to get results,”
says Prof Josef Penninger. “It’s exciting to do research in an area nobody knows anything about
yet, to be allowed to ask uncomfortable questions,
and not to have to believe everything other people
tell you. Having more knowledge will be the real
power of the future.”

Genes regulate our day-and-night rhythm
For example, Josef Penninger recently discovered a
gene that regulates the biological clock of mice. The
biological clock of animals and of human beings
ensures that these creatures live according to a
day-and-night rhythm, as if they were guided by
something like a clock. At certain times they are
wide awake, and after a relatively constant number
of hours they feel tired and have to go to sleep. Of
course this “biological clock” is not a real clock, but
it acts like one. Josef Penninger investigated mice
whose “biological clock gene” did not function properly. These animals did not have a healthy day-andnight rhythm. The scientists also investigate the
role that genes play in cancer and illnesses of the
heart, lungs and bones. They would also like to find
out how genes influence the immune system,
which protects us from illnesses such as cancer
and the flu. The goal of Josef Penninger and his
colleagues is to gain new knowledge about genes that
could help to develop new medicines in the future.

als and human
Genes control the “biological clock” of anim
periods of sleeping
beings. The “biological clock” regulates our
and waking. (©fotolia.com/PhotoSG)

The main purpose of knowledge is to
protect the world
Josef Penninger worked as a geneticist in Canada
from 1990 to 2002. After that he returned to Austria
with his wife, a Chinese doctor, and his three
children. Since then he has been the Director of the
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Now it’s your turn!
{
$ 1 Questions about the text

77 Josef Penninger investigates certain cells of the
immune system that find sick body cells and
kill them. What are these special cells called?
77 Experiments with human cells are allowed only
in exceptional cases. That’s why Josef Penninger
works with animals. Why did he choose mice,
even though he wanted to investigate the
characteristics and sicknesses of human beings?
77 Josef Penninger and his research group want to
find out how genes function in the cells of the
body. How could the findings of this research
help people?

{
$ 2 The “biological clock” of animals

77 Find animals that you can observe for a longer
period of time.
77 Observe these animals’ waking and sleeping
times.
77 Record your observations in such a way that
you can compare them with your classmates’
observations.
77 Consider what other questions you would like to
investigate.

{
$ 3 Making a model of a body cell

77 Look in books or on the Internet for pictures of
body cells in which you can clearly see the
different parts of the cell.
77 Use the pictures to build a model of the cell. Use
materials that you can find at school or at home.
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